TNT Touch Panel Calibration

The Touch Panels on the Wholehog II are not indestructible! In fact, they are probably the most delicate part of the machine and correct calibration and operation is vital in ensuring their health;

Calibration:

From either the Start Up banner, or the Control Panel, enter the calibration mode. To calibrate efficiently & safely, just touch the BOTTOM RIGHT and TOP LEFT corner of each panel in turn. Press Enter to finish.

That’s it! Anymore is a waste of time and may actually yield poor results. Furthermore, NEVER run one’s finger around and around the edge of the bezel! It may be tempting and intuitive to do so, but not only is it useless (the algorithm doesn’t use this data), but it may also weaken the sensitive transparent metallic coating along the top and bottom edges and result in touch panel failure.

Operation:

Obviously, don’t use sharp objects that may scratch or penetrate the panel. Fingers (with or without gloves) or pencil erasers are the recommended styli.

More subtly, touching the bottom edge of each panel should be avoided. We don’t put active buttons there so you should have no reason to touch either the Fader Master labels or the Wheel label areas. This area is sensitive as outlined above and should only be touched once, on the far right, whilst calibrating.
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